
devices decommissioned

800+

aggressive timeline met

4-day 

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

Due to the urgency and location of the project, Rhino

Technology Group needed support to meet the deliverables. It

made sense that they would turn to Aegis Solutions as a reliable,

agile partner to help them fulfill the need. The Rhino team relied

on Aegis Solutions' IT Asset Disposition (ITAD) services to deliver

a successful, timely outcome for the end customer.

S O L U T I O N

Rhino Technology Group faced a difficult task. Their 

multinational customer needed help with the urgent 

decommissioning of a large data center against an immovable 

four-day deadline, facing additional fees and penalties if they 

didn't meet that target. With 43 fully populated cabinets 

containing 800+ devices, there wasn’t a moment to lose. 

C H A L L E N G E

pounds of cabling seamlessly 

removed

1,500+

Urgent and Reliable Data Center Decommissioning

pallets readied for removal by 

logistics team

50+
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Thanks, Aegis Solutions— 
mission accomplished! 

Aegis truly did an 
amazing job!

Judd Lindvall
Rhino Technology Group

With a high standard of service and resolution speed, Aegis specialists physically removed, palletized, and readied all

800+ servers and associated materials within the tight four-day timeline. The collective effort yielded 1,500+ pounds of

cabling and 50+ pallets worth of materials.

That was all while adapting to problems as they arose. Originally scoped as removing rails and assets, the team quickly

found they needed to adjust their gameplan to include cabling removal while maintaining the existing timeline. Physical

space constraints within the data center compounded the challenge. The operation required perfect orchestration so

assets and materials could be removed, packed, and loaded in synchronized waves, ensuring no time was lost. Ultimately,

Aegis provided a seamless and on-time delivery for Rhino Technology Group and the end customer. 

R E S U L T S


